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A Mediterranean Sea Reanalysis (MEDREA) covering the time period 1987-2013 has been produced in the
framework of MyOcean Project and it is now available through the Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring
Service (CMEMS) online catalogue. The MEDREA system is based on the NEMO hydrodynamic model (Madec
et al. 2008) and OceanVar variational data assimilation scheme (Dobricic and Pinardi 2008). MEDREA ocean
model has 1/16◦ horizontal resolution (6.5 km), 72 unevenly spaced vertical z levels and it uses vertical partial
steps to better fit the bottom shape (Oddo et al. 2009). It assimilated in situ temperature and salinity vertical
profiles belonging from different instrumental data types (CTD, XBT, MBT, bottles, ARGO floats) collected
from many European Marine databases (SeaDataNet, MEDATLAS, CMEMS in situ TAC, MFSPP, MFSTEP)
and reprocessed satellite Sea Level Anomaly (SLA) provided by CMEMS Sea Level TAC. MEDREA system
has been forced by ERA Interim atmospheric reanalysis (Dee et al. 2011) at 0.75 degree of horizontal resolution
every 6 hours and it used reprocessed satellite Sea Surface Temperature data from CMEMS OC TAC to correct
interactively the computed heat flux. The runoff is provided by monthly climatological data at 12 main river
outlets and ERA Interim precipitations every 6 hours have been introduced.
An extensive validation and consistency analysis based on the comparison with reference observational data sets
proves the high quality of MEDREA product (temperature, salinity, sea level) and its general improvement with
respect to the previous Mediterranean Sea reanalysis (Adani et al. 2011, Pinardi et al. 2015). MEDREA product
fidelity promotes its usage for studying the long term variability of the circulation, the water masses formation and
properties, the heat content variations and for many others downstream applications.
A new validation analysis of MEDREA circulation has been performed in the southwestern Mediterranean using
currents observations from moored current meters and profiling floats carried out in the framework of MATER
(Mass Transfer and Ecosystem Response) program in the time period 1997-2002 (Testor at al. 2005). MEDREA is
able to reproduce the two observed large-scale barotropic cyclonic circulations, the Western and Eastern Algerian
Gyres, setting the basis of a review of the Western Mediterranean circulation and of the Mediterranean return flow
mechanism towards the Atlantic Ocean.


